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Semantically enriched IS
• Claimed benefits of “semantically enriched” information 
systems:
• Encapsulate domain expert’s background knowledge into query 
answering mechanism
• Improve information retrieval: good recall & precision
• Drawbacks:
• Many design decisions
• Well-suitedness of the components is essential
• Many trade-offs
No methodology to support design decisions and pinpoint 
crucial spots of a modelling approach.
Evaluation Framework
• A methodology to compare different modelling approaches 
w.r.t. their queryability.
• A modelling approach MA = (S,D,R,QL):
• Schema S: description of the data (e.g. Tbox of an ontology)
• Data D
• Information requests R: abstractions of queries
• Query language
• Metrics:
• Fitness: the ability to formulate “good” queries
• Flexibility: how many good ways of formulating a query
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• Ontology-based: SNOMED CT
• Class assertions: MA3
• Class and role assertions: MA4 & MA5
• Information Requests
• r1: all images with neoplasms
• r2: all X-ray images with lateral projection
• r3: all images that show left-sided pleural effusions
• r4: all images that show soft tissue masses in the pleural membrane
• r5: all images that show a metastasis that derives from a carcinoma
• Measurements
• Fitness vector: m = (length, constructors, nesting depth)
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Benefits
• Pinpoint designer to weak & strong spots of a modelling 
approach
• Compare different modelling approaches
• Show trade-offs between:





Conclusions & Future Work
• Refinement & evaluation of framework and metrics
• New perspective on Information System Evaluation
• Extensions of the framework (e.g. partial queries, performance 
measurements, etc.)
• Case studies:
• Family History Knowledge Base (FHKB): explore modelling 
practices related to OWL 2
• Mondial database: comparison of more heterogeneous modelling 
approaches (XML, RDF/OWL, Datalog, Oracle, F-Logic)
• Insights about
• Good modelling practices
• Correlations between expressivity of schema and fitness of MA
Thank you for your attention!
Questions ...
